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-- te: (i)
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- "'- (ii)

(iii).

A ttempt all questions.
All questions carry equal marks.
In case of numerical problems assume
data 'wherever not provided.
Graph paper is required.

Attempt any four parts of the following: 5x4=20

(a) Fi!ld the average and RMS values of a sinusoidal
current.

(b) An iron choke coil draws 5 A when connected to
40 V dc supply and draws 8 A when connected to
80 V, 50 Hz ac supply_ Calculate :

(i) The resistance and inductance of the
coil

(ii) The power drawn
(ill) Power factor.

c) Calculate total current and equivalent impedance for the
circuit given in Fig. 1.1
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Fig. 1.1

Cd) Explain series resonance In R-l-C ircuit. Explain

band-width and quality fac or.

Ce) An iron ring having a ea iame er of 25 cm a
cross section area _ - I niforml . wound with,
400 turns and· current of 5 A. The

p~rmeabilit\' 0 iron is 450. Calculate (i) mmf
·,k}i} reluctance 0"" ux (iv) flux density

Cf) Give analogy be °een electric and magnetic circuits.

Attempt any four ,

Ca) State supe 0_""0

through 60
Fig. 2.1.

heorem. Determine the current

sing superposition theorem in

(b) Explain nodal a cly-;-

re ren~e to a el

illustrate the application with
.t. State Thevenin's theorem

u· \Oalent circuit of the given
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(d) Defir~ and explain maximum power transfer theorem.

(e) A moving coil ammeter has a resistance of 0.01 n
and full scale deflection current of 0.25 A. How this
meter can be made to read (i) Voltage upto 250 V
(ii) Current upto 20 A ?

.~*,,;:.••'i'(f) Explain the working principle of energy meter with
a neat diagram.

(a) Prove for a delta connected system IL = .J3 IPh and

VL = VPh . Each phase of a delta connected load has

a resistance of 25 n, an inductance of O.15 H and a

capacitance of 120 IlF . The load is connected across
a 400 V, 50 Hz, 3-phase supply. Determine the (i) line
current (ii) active power and (iii) reactive power.

(b) Explain the principle of operation of a transformer.
Differentiate between shell type and core type of
transformers. Draw labelled equivalent circuit of a single
phase transformer.

(c) Explain short circuit test and open circuit test
performed on single phase transformer.
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4 . Attempt any two parts of the following 10x2=20
(a) What are the conditions of voltage build up in dc

shunt generator? The magnetisation characteristic of
a d.c. shunt generator at 800 rpm is given as

[[(amp) 0 0.2 0.40 0.65, 1.02 1.75 3.15 5.00

EO (Volt) 10 40 80 120 160 200 240 260

Determine:

(a) Critical field resistance,
(b) No load voltage

Describe armature resistance and field flux method of
'~~ed control for d.c. motors. A 400 V d.c. shunt motor..
takes 5 A at no load Given Ra = 0.5 Q and

Rf = 200 Q. Calculate the efficiency when motor

takes 40 A on full load.

(c) Differentiate between salient pole and cylindrical rotor
alternator. Give the advantages of rotating field over
stationary armature winding Explain V-curve and give
the applications of synchronous motor.

5 Attempt any two parts of the following: lOx2=20
(a) Explain the principle of operation of 3 phase induction

motor. Draw torque-slip characteristics and explain
yarious operating regions

b \Yhat are different starters used in 3 phase induction
motors ') Describe anyone of them.

\\n.' ingle phase induction motor is not self starting?
Ex lain am one method to start it.


